App/Platform

Description
Easily create lessons in minutes for your next class. Import files (pdf,
ppt, jpg) or Google slides and add interactive activities, websites, and
videos to keep your students engaged in their learning.
Evaluate student responses live or with post-session reports
View student answers individually or as a class and generate postsession reports with one click.
Skype is for doing things together, whenever you’re apart. Skype’s
text, voice and video make it simple to share experiences with the
people that matter to you, wherever they are.
With Skype, you can share a story, celebrate a birthday, learn a
language, hold a meeting, work with colleagues – just about anything
you need to do together every day. You can use Skype on whatever
works best for you - on your phone or computer or a TV with Skype
on it. It is free to start using Skype - to speak, see and instant
message other people on Skype for example. You can even try out
group video, with the latest version of Skype.
Twitter is on online news and social networking site where people
communicate in short messages called tweets. Tweeting is sending
short messages to anyone who follows you on Twitter, with the hope
that your messages are useful and interesting to someone in your
audience.
DreamBox is PreK-8 math solution driven by a technology that's as
unique as the students and educators who need it, love it, and use it
to go to the next level. For district, school, classroom, and home use.
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Every student can become their most amazing self and discover a
lifelong love of reading with the guidance of an expert teacher.
Designed based on years of careful research to help teachers
introduce students to the magic of books and reading, Accelerated
Reader 360 is the most widely used K–12 reading practice ...
Google Expeditions is a virtual reality teaching tool that lets you lead
or join immersive virtual trips all over the world — get up close with
historical landmarks, dive underwater with sharks, even visit outer
space! Built for the classroom and small group use, Google
Expeditions allows a teacher acting as a “guide” to lead
ST Math is a visual math program that builds a deep conceptual
understanding of math through rigorous learning and creative
problem solving.
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A teacher-created phenomenon! Millions of kids, parents, and
teachers visit ABCya.com each month, playing over 1 billion games
last year. For over ten years ABCya has been one of the most popular
K-5 educational gaming websites in the world! The ABCya Games app
features six free games each week.
Odysseyware® software includes over 300 courses and instructional
materials in core subjects along with enriching electives, CTE courses,
and professional development to support educators in personalized
learning initiatives. Questions are aligned to specific sections of the
lessons, promoting close reading of text and text evidence. We offer
a dozen question types, as well as different technology-enhanced
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item types like drag and drop, multiple select, and constructed
response to prepare students for next generation assessments.
With an internet connection the Starfall app provides a large sample
of free activities. Then join and sign in as a Starfall member.
Members have access to the full content within this app on their
mobile devices as well as the www.starfall.com website from their
computer. Young children will have fun learning reading, math, ...
Storia offers both school-wide and classroom subscriptions to eBook
libraries, with unlimited and simultaneous access from most devices
with an internet connection. Help students achieve the key learning
outcomes of Common Core and State Standards for English Language
Arts.
A flipped classroom approach to using video for igniting student
discussion and engagement. Available on iOS, Android, Chromebook,
and all major browsers. Flipgrid is where your students go to share
ideas and learn together. It’s where students amplify and feel
amplified. Empower learners of all ages to define their voices, share
their voices, and respect the diverse voices of others. Don’t just ask a
question. Expand their world and ignite a discussion! Foster previous
experiences, share a booktalk, discuss current projects and events,
delve deep into STEAM ideas, or collaborate on anything. If you
believe it’s valuable for students to verbalize their learning ... that’s a
Flipgrid Topic!
Classroom is a free service for schools, non-profits, and anyone with
a personal Google account. Classroom makes it easy for learners and
instructors to connect—inside and outside of schools. Classroom
saves time and paper, and makes it easy to create classes, distribute
assignments, communicate, and stay organized.
Animated Educational Site for Kids - Science, Social Studies, English,
Math, Arts & Music, Health, and Technology,
Collage Maker&Photo Editor&Pic Collage Maker, make funny photo
collage effects. Pic Collage Maker is the best photo collage layout
tool for Messenger, WhatsApp, Instagram, etc. Combine many
photos into one special photo collage and help you create perfect
picture collages and InstaCollages.
Socrative is your classroom app for fun, effective classroom
engagement. No matter where or how you teach, Socrative allows
you to instantly connect with students as learning happens. Quickly
assess students with prepared activities or on-the-fly questions to get
immediate insight into student understanding.
Make beautiful boards, documents, and webpages that are easy to
read and fun to contribute to. Supports (almost) every file type
From spreadsheets to selfies to Spotify, we’ll take care of your
favorite links and uploads.
• Upload files from your computer, take a picture or video
from your phone, or link from the web
• Post images, documents, videos, music, and files from
Photoshop, Illustrator, Autocad, and more
• Embed content from anywhere on the web, including
YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, Vimeo, The New York Times,
and 400 other apps
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Attached links and files will appear with a gorgeous
contextual preview to give viewers a hint of what you’re
showing them
Create a new document and edit with others at the same time -from your computer, phone or tablet. Get stuff done with or without
an internet connection. Use Docs to edit Word files. Free from
Google.
Learner Profiles & Personalized Learning Plans: Reflect students'
prior school performance and interests. Personal Learning Plans are
co-created by students, their families, and HCS staff to help create
learning paths unique to each student. Students can create and track
goals, take learning style inventories, curate a portfolio, and receive
feedback from peers and teachers on work samples.
Wunderlist helps millions of people around the world capture their
ideas, things to do and places to see. Whether you're sharing a
grocery list with a loved one, working on a project, or planning a
vacation, Wunderlist makes it easy to share your lists and collaborate
with everyone in your life.
Educreations is a community where anyone can teach what they
know and learn what they don't. Our software turns any iPad or web
browser into a recordable, interactive whiteboard, making it easy for
teachers and experts to create engaging video lessons and share
them on the web. Post your videos to Educreations and share them
with anyone. You can even share videos via email, Facebook, Twitter,
Edmodo or YouTube, or download and store them in Dropbox or
Google Drive.
iMovie for iOS and iMovie for macOS make it easy to turn your
photos and video clips into stunning movies or trailers and share
them with the world.
The leading online mind mapping application, MindMeister allows
your team to be more innovative by providing a shared collaboration
and brainstorming environment on the web. Plan projects, manage
meetings and sketch out business plans online with partners and
colleagues, all in real time!
MAP® Growth™ measures what students know and informs what
they’re ready to learn next. By dynamically adjusting to each
student’s performance, MAP Growth creates a personalized
assessment experience that accurately measures performance—
whether a student performs on, above, or below grade level. Timely,
easy-to-use reports help teachers teach, students learn, and
administrators lead.
Assessments and Data Made Easy
Quickly create assessments. Then run fast, flexible reports to review
student performance, analyze trends, shape curriculum and
distribute to stakeholders. Connect all your data in one place, so you
can drill down or roll up to get the view you need to make real-time,
data-informed decisions. Use pre-built reports to inform decisions
and access instructional resources to support personalized learning.
READ 180 Universal is the leading blended learning solution that
accelerates learning for struggling readers by merging the latest
research in brain science, adaptive technology, professional
development, and knowledge for school and life.
•
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With intuitive features and unlimited storage, quickly create groups,
assign homework, schedule quizzes, manage progress, and more.
With everything on one platform, Edmodo is designed to give you
complete control over your digital classroom.
Make music online together by recording and using loops. Invite
friends to collaborate. It's free and no download is required.
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Record your entire desktop, an application, current browser tab or
just your webcam. ... Embed your webcam anywhere in your
recording, and narrate with your microphone. ... Powerful little
screen recorder.
USATestprep was founded by two teachers who felt that effective
technology could improve student test performance. Our goal is to
allow students in the class to work with self-directed activities while
other students can receive individual attention from the teacher.
USATestprep offers a variety of higher order assessments with our
technology-enhanced Performance Tasks. All of these check student
comprehension beyond standard multiple choice or fill-in-the-blank
but are still instantly and automatically graded. We are constantly
developing new Performance Tasks to match Common Core and
state-specific assessments. While we offer a complete range of
subjects, Math and ELA are in the most demand.
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Choose All
The student is directed to select all of the correct answers from
among a number of options.
Classify
The student is required to drag and drop selected text examples into
the correct categories.
Highlight
The student is asked to select and highlight sections of text that
pertain to specific examples or answer particular questions.
Label
The student is told to drag and drop identifying labels on the
appropriate parts of an image, graph or diagram.
Matching
The student is charged with properly matching terms or phrases with
their corresponding definitions or examples.
Multi
The student is called on to move the appropriate text or phrase into
the incomplete parts of a passage.
Order
The student is directed to place examples in order based on
identified criteria.
Timeline
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The student is required to chronologically order a set of jumbled
events.
iLit: Available for grades 3 through 12, Pearson's Inspire Literacy (iLit)
is a comprehensive literacy solution designed to produce two or
more years of reading growth in a single year. The iLit student app
contains everything a student needs to participate in an iLit class:
interactive assignments, a digital notebook, and an e-library
2,500(2,500+) fiction and nonfiction titles.
Google Keep: Quickly capture what's on your mind and get a
reminder later at the right place or time. Speak a voice memo on the
go and have it automatically transcribed. Grab a photo of a poster,
receipt or document and easily organize or find it later in search.
Google Keep makes it easy to capture a thought or list for yourself,
and share it with friends and family.
Triumph Learning provides research-based, print and digital solutions
for instruction, intervention, and test success, serving over 6 million
students and 400,000 teachers.
Garage Band: GarageBand is a fully equipped music creation studio
right inside your Mac — with a complete sound library that includes
instruments, presets for guitar and voice, and an incredible selection
of session drummers and percussionists.
Collaborate for free with online versions of Microsoft Word,
PowerPoint, Excel, and OneNote. Save documents, spreadsheets, and
presentations online, in OneDrive. Share them with others and work
together at the same time.
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